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Casimir effect in critical films of binary liquid mixtures

Ashis Mukhopadhyay and Bruce M. Law
Condensed Matter Laboratory, Department of Physics, Kansas State University, Manhattan, Kansas 66506-2601

~Received 20 October 1999; revised manuscript received 25 April 2000!

We present experimental evidence for the Casimir effect within critical films of binary liquid mixtures
possessing opposite boundary conditions (12) by studying the thickness of these vapor-adsorbed films on a
silicon wafer as a function of temperature near the critical temperature. Our results for two different critical
mixtures demonstrate that the critical Casimir pressure scaling functionq12(y) scales withy5L/j, whereL
is the equilibrium film thickness andj is the bulk correlation length. Additionally, on approaching the critical
temperatureTc an increase in the film thicknessL is observed, implying that the sign of the universal Casimir
amplitudeD125q12(0)/2 atTc is positive, consistent with theoretical predictions. However, the magnitude
of the Casimir amplitude that we measure is approximately two orders of magnitude smaller than that given by
prevailing theories. In the two-phase region of the liquid mixture, preliminary evidence suggests that the
adsorbed film undergoes a surface phase transition from a film near the critical composition atT&Tc to a film
near one of the bulk phases atT!Tc . This low temperature film composition most likely corresponds to the
bulk phase rich in the component that preferentially adsorbs at the silicon surface.

PACS number~s!: 05.70.Jk, 68.35.Rh, 64.60.Fr, 68.15.1e
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I. INTRODUCTION

The interaction between macroscopic bodies, even if t
are uncharged, is primarily electromagnetic in nature. T
interaction in general depends upon the dielectric proper
of the bodies and the intervening medium and also on
geometric size and shape of the bodies and the separ
distance between them. Casimir@1# first showed that two
uncharged perfectly conducting plates placed parallel to e
other in vacuum experience an attractive force proportio
to the inverse fourth power of their separation (L). The force
originates because the zero-point fluctuations of the elec
magnetic field between the plates have to satisfy approp
boundary conditions at the plates; these boundary condit
modify the frequency spectrum in such a way that the ene
of the electromagnetic field exhibits anL dependence. The
derivative of this energy with respect toL can be interpreted
as an effective force acting between the plates, which
known as the Casimir force. Lifshitz@2# generalized the
ideas of Casimir to a vacuum between two dielectric plate
finite temperatures by considering the free energy instea
the zero-point energy. Dzyaloshinskii, Lifshitz, and Pita
vskii ~DLP! @3# later provided a more comprehensive theo
for a dielectric fluid confined between dielectric plates. T
DLP theory for dispersion forces includes both the Casi
and van der Waals forces between layered dielectrics.

Two conditions are required for the occurrence of a C
simir force:~i! a fluctuating field and~ii ! a geometric restric-
tion where the fluctuating field is required to satisfy certa
conditions on the geometric boundary@4#. If a critical system
is confined between two fixed boundaries then the lo
range critical fluctuations near a continuous or second-o
phase transition can generate an additional critical Cas
force between the boundaries which exists over and ab
the ~noncritical! dispersion force. The fluctuating field in th
case is given by the local order parameter. The existence
Casimir force in a critical system confined between two
electric plates was first predicted by Fisher and de Gen
PRE 621063-651X/2000/62~4!/5201~15!/$15.00
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~FdG! @5# using scaling theory. For a critical system of infi
nite size, the correlation lengthj(T) is the only relevant
length scale near the bulk critical temperatureTc ; hence the
leading order singular part of the critical free energy per u
area (vc) is governed by the power law

vc

kBTc
;j2(d21) ~1!

in d dimensions. NearTc , the correlation length diverges a
j5j0t2n, wheren is a bulk critical exponent and the re
duced temperaturet5uT2Tcu/Tc . This implies that

vc

kBTc
;t1(d21)n. ~2!

However, all experimental systems are finite in size; he
other relevant macroscopic length scales may enter for fin
size systems. For example, if the experimental system
sembles a uniform film, the film thicknessL is a relevant
length scale. According to the finite-size scaling ansatz
FdG, L will enter as the dimensionless combinationL/j in
the singular part of all thermodynamic functions. For suc
system the power-law behavior of the singular part of
free energy@Eq. ~2!# is replaced by the scaling law@6#

vc

kBTc
;t1(d21)ngab~L/j!;L2(d21)uab~L/j!, ~3!

whereuab(y)5y2(d21)gab(y) is a universal finite-size scal
ing function; the superscriptab specifies the surface univer
sality classes on the two confining boundaries of the film.
bulk criticality where y5L/j50, uab(0)5Dab defines a
universal amplitude known as the Casimir amplitude@7#. The
Casimir amplitudesDab characterize the contribution of th
Casimir effect to the surface free energy at the bulk criti
temperatureTc , whereas the universal finite-size scalin
functionsuab(L/j) determine the temperature and size d
5201 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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5202 PRE 62ASHIS MUKHOPADHYAY AND BRUCE M. LAW
pendence of the Casimir effect above and belowTc @8,9#.
For L@j bulk critical fluctuations will not be affected by th
presence of the confining boundaries and any finite-size
fects on the critical behavior will be negligible. Howeve
whent→0 the correlation length can grow to infinity only i
lateral directions. The system then becomes effectively
dimensional and therefore deviations from the bulk criti
behavior are expected. These deviations are captured b
universal finite-size scaling functions and universal Casi
amplitudes.

Two approaches have been suggested for the experim
tal verification of Casimir effects in critical fluids having film
geometries@7,10#. If both surfaces of the film are fixed the
information about the finite-size scaling functions and
Casimir forces can be obtained by measuring the thicknes
the film and the corresponding force between the surfa
An atomic force microscope@11# or a surface forces appara
tus @12# could be used for this purpose; both the separa
distance and the force can be accurately and independ
measured using these techniques. The second approac
volves the study of equilibrium wetting films close to th
critical point. In this case the determination of the Casim
force requires film thicknesses that are of the order of
correlation length. These can be obtained by partially
mersing a molecularly smooth and chemically homogene
substrate, for example, into liquid4He near itsl transition
or into a critical binary liquid mixture near its demixing tran
sition @13#. Above the liquid surface an adsorbed film of th
liquid or liquid mixture forms on the substrate and coexi
in thermodynamic equilibrium with the bulk liquid at th
bottom of the container. The extent of the adsorption
pends upon the strength of the intermolecular interacti
between the substrate and the vapor molecules. Within
adsorbed film the solid substrate forms one of the bound
conditions while the free liquid/vapor surface forms the oth
boundary condition. Far away fromTc , the thickness of the
film is primarily governed by the van der Waals forc
@14,15#. NearTc the critical Casimir force between the film
boundaries forms an additive contribution to the force b
ance equation for the film, which manifests itself in the eq
librium film thickness. Hence any experimental techniqu
that can accurately measure the adsorbed film thickness
function of temperature near the bulk critical temperature
obtain information about the critical finite-size scaling fun
tionsuab(L/j) and the universal Casimir amplitudesDab. In
this paper we use the experimental technique of ellipsom
to conduct such a study of critical finite-size effects within
binary liquid film adsorbed onto a molecularly smooth a
homogeneous silicon wafer. A general review of fluctuatio
induced forces is provided in@4#, while for more specific
reviews aimed at Casimir forces induced by critical fluctu
tions see@7,10#.

The plan of this paper is as follows. In Sec. II we revie
relevant theoretical considerations which determine the le
ing order singular part of the film surface free energy n
criticality. In Sec. III the conditions that determine the eq
librium film thickness are specified. The experimental co
figuration, sample and substrate considerations, and the
perimental technique of ellipsometry are described in S
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IV. In Sec. V we report the experimental results and anal
them in the context of finite-size scaling. Our conclusions
provided in Sec. VI.

II. FINITE-SIZE SCALING FUNCTIONS AND
AMPLITUDES

The forms of the scaling functionsuab(y) and the values
for the Casimir amplitudesDab depend uponboth thesystem
universality class~i.e., Ising, XY, etc.! and theboundary
conditionsat each surfacea andb @13,16,17#. These depen-
dencies are expected. The critical finite-size behavior m
return to bulk critical behavior determined by the syste
universality class in the limit as the film thicknessL→`.
Additionally, the boundary conditions perturb the local ord
parameter~the local volume fraction in the case of a critic
binary liquid mixture! within a distancej of the boundary,
and this surface perturbation plays a significant role in infl
encing the critical finite-size behavior when the film thic
nessL;j @5#. There are a number of differing bounda
conditions that impose differentsurface universality classe
on a system@18#. The surface may enhance the order in t
vicinity of an interface so that the system undergoes
second-order phase transition in the presence of anordered
surface. This surface ordering can occur either spontaneo
at a surface critical temperatureTcs.Tc ~designated the ex
traordinary transitionE) or can be imposed by the presen
of surface fieldsha andhb at the two walls~normal transition
N). Recently it has been demonstrated that the domin
critical behavior is identical for the extraordinary and norm
transitions@19#. Other types of boundary condition can exis
the surface may suppress the order in the vicinity of an
terface so that the system undergoes a second-order p
transition in the presence of a disordered surface~ordinary
transitionO); alternatively, both the surface and the bulk c
simultaneously order at the same critical temperature~special
transition SB!.

In this publication we are most concerned with critic
binary liquid mixtures in a confined film. It is well known
that the bulk critical behavior for such systems is describ
by the Ising universality class corresponding to a scalar or
parameter with two states, up or down for a magnetic s
tem, orA or B for an AB critical binary liquid mixture@20#.
In liquid mixtures the surface fieldsha and hb are propor-
tional to the more familiar surface tensions or surface f
energies between the liquid and the confining boundary;
component (A or B) with the lowest surface free energy wi
preferentially adsorb against the boundary. This preferen
adsorption is called critical adsorption in critical binary liq
uid mixtures and occurs at all noncritical surfaces@5,21#,
such as the container wall or a coexisting vapor phase~pro-
vided a wetting layer does not occur at this interface@22#!.
Critical adsorption influences the local volume fractionv(z)
of componentA within a distancej of the surface. This is
usually expressed using a local order parameter@23#

cab~z!5v~z!2vc5M 2tbQ6~z/j6 ,hat2D1,hbt2D1,L/j6!,
~4!

wherez is a measure of the distance from the wall atz50
which possesses a surface fieldha . In this equation the sec
ond wall at z5L possesses a surface fieldhb , vc is the
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TABLE I. Theoretical results for the critical Casimir pressure.

d D11 D12 ypeak
11 ypeak

12 qmax
11 qmax

12 Ref.

2 20.06545 1.505 2.23 20.4821 20.43 1.533 @16,27#
3 20.428–0 0.279–3.1 @16,25,26#
4 21.79 7.19 3.49 25.28 22.50 10.138 @25,26,28#
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critical volume fraction of componentA, M 2tb describes
the shape of the bulk coexistence curve,j65j06t2n is the
correlation length,b, n, andD1 are critical exponents,Q6

is a universal function, and the subscript1 (2) refers to a
quantity in the one~two! -phase region of the liquid mixture
Sufficiently close toTc the surface fieldshat2D1,hbt2D1→
6` correspond to complete saturation of componentA
(1`) or B (2`) and Q6 must lose its dependence upo
the specificvalue of ha or hb ; hence it is adequate unde
these circumstances to representha or hb by a 1 or 2 sign
depending upon whetherA or B prefers to adsorb against
surface. Our experimental technique is not sensitive to
local order parametercab(z) directly. Instead, our measure
ments are sensitive to the free energy per unit areavc @Eq.
~3!# associated with the distortion in the composition profi
as the two surfaces are brought within a distance of order;j
of each other. According to mean-field theory the distort
in the order parametercab(z) is related tovc via the equa-
tion @24#

vc;E S dcab~z!

dz D 2

dz. ~5!

For mean-field theory, Eqs.~4! and ~5! reproduce the resul
in Eq. ~3! where the surface fieldsha andhb in Eq. ~4! are
represented by the sign (1 or 2) assigned to each of th
superscriptsa andb in the functionuab(y) in Eq. ~3!. There
are only two different boundary conditions forab that need
to be considered: similar boundary conditions (11), where
the same component preferentially adsorbs at both surfa
and opposite boundary conditions (12), where different
components adsorb at the two surfaces.

The functional forms ofuab(y) and the values forDab

have been determined theoretically for only a limited num
of system universality classes possessing differing bound
conditions@13,16,17,25,26#. Thin film critical binary liquid
mixtures are modeled using an Ising system possessing
face fieldsha and hb at z50 andL, respectively. For this
case the universal scaling functionuab(y) has not been de
termined theoretically in the experimentally relevant dime
sion of d53. However, the composition profilecab(z) has
recently been determined using a local functional theory@26#
at criticality (y5L/j50); these results can probably b
readily generalized toyÞ0 and hence it seems thatuab(y)
will be available in the near future. At present, estimates
the universal amplitudesD11 and D12 are available from
renormalization group theory@16#, Monte Carlo calculations
@25#, and local functional theory@26#. There is a considerabl
variation in the values for these amplitudes; this variation
listed in Table I along with the exact values for these am
tudes in dimensionsd52 @16,27# andd54 @25,26,28#.
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In the next section it will be found that the critical Ca
simir pressure~or critical Casimir force per unit area! deter-
mines the thickness of an adsorbed film nearTc . This critical
Casimir pressurepc is related tovc @Eq. ~3!# by the equation
@17#

pc52
dvc

dL
5

kBTc

L3
qabS L

j6
D , ~6!

where the universal Casimir pressure scaling functionqab in
Eq. ~6! is related to the universal critical Casimir energ
scaling functionu12 in Eq. ~3! via the expression

qab~y!52uab~y!2y
duab~y!

dy
. ~7!

At criticality qab(0)52Dab. The universal scaling function
qab(y) with ab511 andab512 have been calculated in
dimensions 2@23,29# and 4 @25#; they possess similar fea
tures. For the purposes of later comparison with experim
the mean-field expressions (d54) for q11(y) andq12(y)
obtained from@25# are plotted in Fig. 1; these mean-fie
results have been rescaled to provide agreement atTc with
the estimates ofD11 andD12 ~Table I! that were calculated
from renormalization group theory@25,26#. A number of ge-
neric features can be deduced from Fig. 1, which are a
applicable ford52, and are expected to be valid ind53. ~i!
The functionsq11(y) andq12(y) are, respectively, nega

FIG. 1. Mean-field (d54) Casimir pressure scaling functio
qab(y) as a function of the scaling variabley25(L/j)2 for similar
(11) and opposite (12) boundary conditions within a critica
thin film of thicknessL. Here j is the correlation length and by
conventiony2.0 represents the one-phase region whiley2,0 rep-
resents the two-phase region. These curves were obtained from@25#
where the value at criticality (y50) has been rescaled by the un
versal Casimir amplitudeDab obtained from renormalization grou
theory @25,26#.
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5204 PRE 62ASHIS MUKHOPADHYAY AND BRUCE M. LAW
tive and positive for ally; we will later see~Sec. III! that the
sign of qab(y) determines whether critical fluctuations th
@qab(y) negative# or thicken@qab(y) positive# an adsorbed
film. ~ii ! The functionsq11(y) andq12(y) exhibit a peak
in, respectively, the one- and two-phase regions. This p
position occurs atypeak

ab with a valueqmax
ab . We listypeak

ab and
qmax

ab for d52 @23,29# and 4 @25# in Table I. ~iii ! The abso-
lute magnitude ofq12(y) is expected to be substantial
larger thanq11(y) in all dimensions; hence, critical finite
size effects should be easier to observe for asymme
boundary conditions (12) than for symmetric boundary
conditions (11). In this publication we have therefore cho
sen to study films possessing asymmetric boundary co
tions where critical finite-size effects are expected to be la
est.

Evidence for critical finite-size effects in thin adsorb
films of a Lennard-Jones binary fluid mixture have recen
been obtained in a Monte Carlo simulation@30#; however, in
this study it was difficult to definitively understand the C
simir forces because of long computational equilibrat
times and limitations on the system size that could be s
ied. Critical finite-size effects have also recently been
served in thin films of4He near the superfluid transitionTl

@31#. This system is believed to belong to theXY universal-
ity class withOO boundary conditions@13,16,17#. The uni-
versal scaling functionuOO(y) and universal amplitudeDOO

for this system are expected to be rather different from th
studied here. In this caseDOO(;20.022) is much smaller
and of opposite sign toD12(;0.29 to 3.1). Consequently
critical finite-size effects will thin an adsorbed4He film; the
magnitude of this thinning is predicted to be considera
smaller than the thickening expected in critical liquid mi
ture films becauseuDOOu!D12. Garcia and Chan@31# find
reasonable agreement with theoretical expectations tha
available forT>Tl @13,17#.

III. SURFACE FREE ENERGY CONSIDERATIONS

In Fig. 2 we depict schematically the generic situation t
is of most interest to us, namely, an adsorbed film on a s
substrate which is suspended horizontally or vertically ab
the liquid/vapor surface of a critical binary liquid mixture
The adsorbed film for12 boundary conditions is expecte
to possess a composition near the bulk critical composi
of the liquid mixture, at least forT.Tc @25,32#. This film
forms on the solid substrate via the interactions between
substrate and the vapor molecules. We study the adso
film thicknessL as a function of heightH above the liquid/
vapor surface and as a function of reduced temperatut
from the bulk critical temperatureTc . Various elements
come into play in determining the thickness of this adsorb
film. We will assume that both surfaces of the film are sh
and that capillary wavelike fluctuations at the film’s liqui
vapor surface are small. The equilibrium film thicknessL is
determined by minimizing the free energy per unit area
this liquid layer, which in the limit of large interfacial areaA
can be written in the form@17#

lim
A→`

F~T,L !

A
5ssl~T!1s lv~T!1wnc~T,L !1wc~ t,L !,

~8!
ak

ic
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wheres i j represents the surface energy between phasesi and
j with s[substrate, l[ liquid, and v[vapor, wc @Eq. ~3!#
is the contribution from critical fluctuations, whilewnc is a
noncritical contribution that is present at all temperatures
will be described in more detail below. Each of the cont
butionsssl , s lv , andwnc depends only weakly on the ab
solute temperatureT in an analytic and nonsingular way an
therefore over the small temperature range that we cons
their temperature dependence can be neglected; in con
wc depends strongly onT especially in the vicinity ofTc .
Sufficiently far fromTc , however,wc;exp(2L/j) and this
term will be negligible compared with the other terms in E
~8! providedL/j@1.

Let us now consider the various contributions to the no
critical termwnc . At a heightH above the liquid/vapor sur
face the vapor pressurep is a function ofH and molecules at
this height possess an additional gravitational potential
ergy per unit areawg , relative to molecules immediate abov
the liquid/vapor surface at saturated vapor pressurepsat ,
where

wg52
kBTL

V
ln~p/psat!5rgHL ~9!

andV is the volume per molecule. At heightH the vapor is
also in equilibrium with the adsorbed film on the substra
which provides the second equality in Eq.~9! @15# wherer
5r l2rv'r l is the density difference between the liqu
film ~l! and the vapor (v) and g is the acceleration due to
gravity. For all substrate surfaces there is a long-range
der Waals interaction per unit area between the substrate

FIG. 2. Schematic diagram showing the~a! horizontal and~b!
vertical substrate geometry. The inset depicts the dielectric mo
used to obtain the adsorption film thicknessL for films on an oxide
coated Si wafer.
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PRE 62 5205CASIMIR EFFECT IN CRITICAL FILMS OF BINARY . . .
the vapor phase, which for sufficiently thin films (L
&10–20 nm), in the nonretarded regime, takes the fo
@15#

wvdw~T,L !5
W~T!

L2
, ~10!

whereW(T) is the well-known Hamaker constant which d
pends upon the polarizabilities of the bulk phases.~Note that
our definition forW52WI /12p whereWI is the Hamaker
constant defined by Israelachvili@15#.! A more accurate bu
necessarily more complicated description ofwvdw is pro-
vided by the DLP theory for dispersion interactions@3# and
includes the nonadditivity of the intermolecular interactio
as well as retardation effects. In this theorywvdw is ex-
pressed in terms of the frequency-dependent dielectric p
erties of the bulk phases@33,34#. For film thicknesses tha
are of the order of a few times the molecular diameter,
continuum theory for the van der Waals interaction bre
down and oscillatory solvation interactions within the a
sorbed film~determined by packing of the liquid molecule
against the hard substrate wall! become important. To ac
count for this we must include a monotonic repulsive str
tural interaction@35#

wstruct~T,L !52A exp~2L/d!, ~11!

whered is of order a molecular diameter. The total noncri
cal contribution to the film surface free energy that appe
in Eq. ~8! is therefore

wnc5wg1wvdw1wstruct . ~12!

At a particular heightH and reduced temperaturet the
equilibrium thicknessof the adsorbed film is determined b
that value ofL which minimizesF/A @Eq. ~8!#, namely,

S d~F/A!

dL D50 ~13!

at equilibrium. This minimization gives

q12S L

j6
D5

1

kBTc
S 22W1rgHL31

AL3

d
exp~2L/d! D ,

~14!

where q12(y) is the universal Casimir pressure scali
function introduced in Eq.~6!.

Equation~14! is the principal equation that controls th
thickness of the adsorbed film. It exhibits various limitin
forms, which have been observed under differing conditio
For example, sufficiently far fromTc when q12(L/j6)
;exp(2L/j6)'0 ~providedL/j6@1) Eq. ~14! reduces to

22W

L3
1rgH1

A

d
exp~2L/d!50. ~15!

Later in this paper~Sec. V! this equation will be used to
determine the system-dependent parametersW, A, andd by
studying the film thicknessL as a function of heightH at
fixed T@Tc . For L@d the structural contribution is negli
gible and Eq.~15! leads to the well known relationship@14#
p-

e
s
-

-

rs

s.

22W1rgHL3'q12'0, ~16!

which is valid for thin film thicknessesL in the nonretarded
regime. For thicker films the full DLP theory of dispersio
interactions must be used@3#; the full theory has been veri
fied for adsorbed films under somewhat different circu
stances from those considered here@36#. Equation~16! indi-
cates another essential requirement for an adsorbed film
exist far fromTc , specifically,W.0 which for our situation
~Fig. 2! normally implies that the optical dielectric consta
«(substrate).«(film) @22#.

How does the critical contributionq12(L/j6) in Eq.
~14! influence the behavior of the film nearTc? To answer
this question it is easiest to consider the simplified vers
given in Eq.~16! where the structural forces have been n
glected. ForT@Tc whereq12(L/j6)'0 the film thickness
is determined by Eq.~16!; however, asT is slowly decreased
toward Tc so thatq12 is no longer zero, it is easy to se
from Eq. ~16! that the film thicknessL increases~decreases!
if q12 is positive ~negative!. From the theoretical result
discussed in Sec. IIq12(y) is expected to be positive for a
y; hence the adsorbed film should thicken asTc is ap-
proached within the one-phase region. Additionally, acco
ing to Fig. 1 and Table I the thickness is expected to atta
maximum value in the two-phase region. In Sec. V, once
system-dependent parametersW, A, andd have been deter
mined atT@Tc using Eq.~15!, scaling can be checked an
the functionq12(L/j6) deduced by studying theL depen-
dence as a function oft at fixedH using Eq.~14!.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

From our earlier discussion~Sec. II! we have chosen to
study critical finite-size Casimir effects in adsorbed critic
binary liquid mixture films possessing opposite bounda
conditions (12), where the effects are expected to be lar
The substrate on which the film adsorbs should be mole
larly smooth in order to simplify the experimental interpr
tation of the film thickness and also minimize complicatio
from adsorption on rough surfaces. We have therefore c
sen to study vapor adsorption on a molecularly smooth@100#
Si wafer. These wafers were purchased from Semicondu
Processing Company. They are polished on one side, ex
a surface roughness of;0.5 nm measured using an atom
force microscope in contact mode, possessn-type phos-
phorus doping, and have a resistivity of 1 –10V cm. The
wafers are 3 mm thick, which ensures that they are flat o
macroscopic distances (;cm). The wafers were diamon
sawed to the required length and width for our sample c
after first protecting the polished side using a strong pla
adhesive tape. Any residual adhesive or organic or meta
impurities were then removed using the following standa
silicon wafer cleaning procedure@37#. The wafer was first
immersed in an ultrasonic bath of pure acetone for 10 min
remove gross contaminants. Organic contaminants were
removed using a solution of H2O1H2O21NH4OH in the
ratio 6:1.5:1 for 15 min at 75 °C. This was followed by
solution consisting of H2O1H2O21HCl in the ratio
7.5:1.5:1 for 15 min at 75 °C to remove metallic contam
nants. The wafer was finally rinsed in distilled deioniz
water and then vapor degreased in isopropyl alcohol@38#.
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Isopropyl alcohol and water are completely miscible so t
any residual water on the wafer surface is removed and
substrate can be readily dried in an oven at 110 °C with
leaving any observable ‘‘water stains.’’ Just prior to use
wafers were uv ozone cleaned@39# for one hour to remove
any trace organic contaminants. This cleaning proced
leaves the Si wafer surface hydrophilic with a thin pass
oxide layer.

Our initial experiments studied adsorption on a horizon
Si wafer cut to fit inside a clean, glass-etched@40#, cylindri-
cal pyrex sample cell of diameter;2.5 cm and length
;8 cm. This sample cell was placed inside a two-sta
oven possessing a thermal stability of;1 mK over 4 h,
where the oven was carefully designed to minimize the p
ence of any thermal gradients. The critical liquid mixtu
rested at the bottom of the sample cell at a fixed heighH
below the polished surface of the Si wafer@Fig. 2~a!#. The
horizontal geometry for the Si wafer did not prove to be id
because~i! it was difficult to ensure that the Si wafer wa
precisely horizontal,~ii ! the heightH could only approxi-
mately be estimated, and~iii ! it was difficult to indepen-
dently determine the background termvnc @Eq. ~12!# for this
configuration~Sec. V!. The adsorbed film thickness on th
horizontal Si wafer was measured as a function of temp
ture using a phase-modulated ellipsometer@41# which pos-
sessed avertical plane of incidence.

In later experiments, which provided more definitive e
perimental results, a new phase-modulated ellipsometer
built. It possesses ahorizontal plane of incidence. The S
wafer is now suspended vertically above a critical bina
liquid mixture @Fig. 2~b!# inside a cylindrical glass cel
where a metal clip mechanically holds the wafer agains
chemically resistant stainless-steel plate~type 316!. The
glass cell possesses a threaded neck~Ace Glass, Cat. No.
7644! so that positive pressure applied to a Teflon bush
~Ace Glass, Cat. No. 7506! compresses a Teflon coated
ring between the stainless-steel plate and the glass cell
~Fig. 3!, thus sealing the cell. A Teflon coated magnetic s
rer bar rests at the bottom of the sample cell in the liq
mixture. The mixture can readily be mixed using a magne
stirrer motor external to the two-stage thermostat in wh
the sample cell is positioned. A He-Ne laser beam from
ellipsometer, which is focused to a small sp
(;0.25 mm), is reflected off the Si wafer surface at a hei
H above the liquid/vapor surface at an angle of inciden
equal to the Brewster angleuB . The signal measured by th
ellipsometer (r̄) is very sensitive to surface structure at th
angle of incidence@42# and can be readily interpreted i
terms of a film thickness. The thermostat is attached t
translation stage which can move up and down in a vert
plane driven by a dc stepping motor controller with a re
lution of 10 mm. Hence measurements of the film thickne
on the Si wafer can be taken at any vertical position alo
the wafer. The temperature of the sample cell is contro
by a two-stage thermostat, constructed from concentric
tallic shells that are thermally isolated from each other. T
inner shell consists of symmetrically wound heater wi
whose temperature is regulated by a commercial tempera
controller, while the outer water-cooled shell, at const
temperature, acts as a heat sink. These two stages poss
combined thermal stability of;0.1 mK over two hours and
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;1 mK over a day, as measured by two matched precis
thermistors~Yellow Springs Instruments, Cat. No. 44034!
placed at either end of the sample cell~T1 and T2, Fig. 3!.
Unfortunately, a temperature gradient of;5 mK/cm was
present along the length of the sample cell, which can ca
serious problems in the measurement of adsorbed films.
have used an ac bridge technique to minimize this ther
gradient along the sample cell. One-half of the bridge
formed by two matched precision thermistors at either end
the sample cell~TB1 and TB2, Fig. 3! while the other half of
the bridge is formed by a seven-decade precision ratio tra
former ~Electro Scientific Industries, Model 73!. The bridge
imbalance is amplified by a preamplifier and converted t
dc error signal using a lock-in amplifier. The output of th
lock-in amplifier is amplified, integrated, differentiated, an
then summed; the resulting signal provides the feedback
controls the current supplied to a heating element situate
the upper end of the stainless-steel holder~HE, Fig. 3!. Using
this technique, temperature gradients can be reduced to
than 50 mK/cm along the length of the sample cell. Withi
each of the metal shells of the thermostat, vertical apertu
allow the passage of a laser beam for incident angles
tween 65° and 77°, in the vicinity of the Brewster angle f
a bare Si wafer. To minimize heat loss caused by convect
annealed glass windows cover these apertures. The g
windows and the cylindrical sample cell can shift the an
of incidence for the laser beam by a few tenths of a deg
away from the calculated Brewster angle for the Si waf
however, minor shifts in the angle of incidence near t
Brewster angle do not cause serious problems for the e
sometric technique because the ellipticityr̄ is relatively in-
sensitive to the angle of incidence in this region@43#. Win-
dow covered ports within the thermostat also allow pass
of a laser beam through the bulk critical liquid mixture
that the critical temperature of the mixture can be determi
in situ with an accuracy of;1 –2 mK by observing the

FIG. 3. Illustration of the construction of the sample cell for t
vertical Si wafer. T1 and T2 are matched precision thermistors
measure the temperature at either end of the sample cell while
and TB2 are matched precision thermistors used in an ac br
circuit that is used to minimize the presence of any thermal gra
ents along the length of the sample cell by supplying current to
heater HE.
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TABLE II. Critical liquid mixture propertiesV(H)[vertical ~horizontal! Si wafer geometry.

Tc mc
a ec

b j01
c 1024W d A L* 1021WDLP Fd

~K! ~nm! ~J! ~nm! (J/m2) ~nm! ~J!

MH 306.83 (V) 0.673 1.846 0.30 1.19 (V) 0.50 3.331025 3.60 0.9 22°
307.10 (H) 2.90 (H)

MM 298.05 (V) 0.566 1.994 0.37 0.68 (V) 0.15 4.23102 3.82 38°
299.80 (H) 0.45 (H)

aCritical mass fraction of hexane~methylcyclohexane! for MH ~MM !.
bOptical dielectric constant at the critical composition for these two mixtures.
cCorrelation length amplitude in the one-phase region determined from critical adsorption measurem
described in@50#.
dContact angle at temperatureT5333 K ~346 K! for MH ~MM !.
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spinodal ring generated during the process of spinodal
composition.

The vertical Si wafer configuration is far more versat
than the horizontal Si wafer configuration because for
vertical waferH can be measured accurately and varied c
tinuously; from a study of the adsorption thicknessL as a
function of height H the system-dependent paramete
W, A, and d can be determined using Eq.~15! at fixed T
@Tc . It is difficult to deduce these parameters experim
tally for the horizontal Si wafer. In the vertical geometry it
important to suspend the Si waferabovethe liquid mixture
during the measurement of the adsorption film thickness
the Si wafer is dipped into the liquid mixture, very long live
thick metastable films have been observed on the Si wa
These films are created during changes in temperature;
ferences in the thermal capacities and thermal conductiv
of components within the sample cell create large temp
ture gradients between the bulk liquid mixture and the top
the Si wafer. These thermal gradients generate thermoc
lary flow and ~macroscopic! ‘‘phase separation’’ on the S
wafer due to the differences in surface tension between
two liquid components. This ‘‘phase separation’’ is observ
as a very thick film at the base of the Si wafer as deduced
the presence of interference fringes which persist for m
days even after thermal equilibrium has been reached and
thermal gradients have disappeared. Hence, from an ex
mental point of view, it is much more efficient to suspend t
Si wafer above the liquid mixture so that the films form
adsorption from the vapor and there is no perturbing in
ence due to thermocapillary driven flow up the meniscus

In this paper we study two critical systems, methanol1
hexane~MH! and 2-methoxyethanol1 methylcyclohexane
~MM ! @44#, which form adsorbed films belonging to th
12 surface universality class on the Si wafer. Here o
boundary of the film is the silicon wafer while the oth
boundary is the free liquid-vapor surface. The compon
with the lower surface tension preferentially adsorbs at
liquid-vapor surface while the boundary condition at the
wafer surface can be determined by examining whether
liquid-liquid meniscus bends up or down against the wafe
the two-phase region of the liquid mixture. For MH~MM ! at
the liquid-vapor surface hexane~methylcyclohexane! ad-
sorbs at this surface while methanol~2-methoxyethanol! ad-
sorbs at the liquid-substrate surface. These two mixtu
therefore constitute an experimental realization of the12
boundary condition. Experimental parameters relevant
e-
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each mixture are provided in Table II.
The film thickness measurements were performed us

phase-modulated ellipsometry, which is a technique that
tects changes in the state of polarization for light reflec
from a surface@45#. If r s(p) denotes the complex reflectio
amplitude of the light for polarization'( i) to the plane of
incidence, then the ellipticityr̄5Im(r p /r s)uuB

at the Brew-

ster angleuB defined by Re(r p /r s)uuB
50 is very sensitive to

surface structure. In the absence of any capillary wave fl
tuationsr̄ is related to the optical dielectric profilee(z) at
depthz within the interface by the Drude equation@46#

r̄5
p

l

Ae11e3

e12e3
E @e~z!2e1#@e~z!2e3#

e~z!
dz, ~17!

wheree1 ande3 represent the optical dielectric constants
the incident (z→2`) and the substrate media (z→`), re-
spectively. This formula assumes thate(z) is locally isotro-
pic and that the thickness of the film is small compared w
the wavelength of lightl5632.8 nm.

A model for e(z) is required in order to determine th
adsorption film thicknessL from ellipsometric data. This can
be obtained using the Clausius-Mossotti relation applica
to a mixture@47#,

F„e~z!…5v~z!F~eA!1@12v~z!#F~eB!, ~18!

wherev(z) is the volume fraction of componentA at z, the
function F(x)5(x21)/(x12), ande i ( i 5A,B) is the op-
tical dielectric constant for componenti. In Eq. ~18! it is
assumed that there is no volume change on mixing the
components. For our situation, a good approximation is
assume thatv(z)5vc ~the critical composition ofA) so that
e(z)5ec whereec is the dielectric constant of the bulk criti
cal liquid mixture ~Table II!. This approximation is valid
because all organic liquids possess similar optical dielec
constants (eA'eB;2) and additionally eA ,eB!eSi
515.07–j 0.15, the optical dielectric constant for Si; hen
within the adsorbed film there is little optical contrast b
tween the two organic components and the film dielec
constant can be treated as a constant independent ofz. Sili-
con wafers also normally possess a thin oxide layer of thi
ness d (;nm) and optical dielectric constanteSiO2

(52.123); therefore a reasonable model for the adsor
film on a Si wafer is the two-layer model exhibited in Fig.
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~inset!. With this model ford,L!l from Eqs.~17! and~18!

r̄ is proportional to the film thicknessL,

r̄5
p

l

A11eSi

12eSi
S ~ec21!~ec2eSi!

ec
L

1
~eSiO2

21!~eSiO2
2eSi!

eSiO2

dD . ~19!

Thicker films (L1d*20 nm) exhibit significant deviation
from this linearity inL @45#; Maxwell’s equations must then
be solved numerically for thep(r p) ands wave (r s) complex
reflection amplitudes in order to interpret the ellipsomet
data@48#.

Our bare Si wafer surfaces typically gaver̄50.020
60.001, which from Eq.~19! corresponds to an oxide film
thickness of;2.0 nm. The large real component for the
dielectric constant provides a strong dependence for the
lipticity r̄ upon the film thicknessL. We measurer̄ with a
sensitivity of;1025 corresponding to a thickness sensitivi
of ;0.001 nm averaged over the size of the incident be
spot for organic liquids on silicon. All of our measuremen
were taken at a fixed angle of incidence close to the Brew
angle for the bare silicon wafer,uB5tan21(n3 /n1)
575.53°. In general, rather than using Eq.~19! to interpret
the data~which assumes thin adsorbed films!, we have used
a matrix technique to numerically solve Maxwell’s equatio
@48# for the configuration shown in Fig. 2~inset!, which
enablesr̄ to be converted directly into film thicknessL.

In a typical ellipsometric measurement the temperatur
set and approximately 6 h isallowed for the system to attai
thermal and diffusive equilibrium. Twentyr̄ andT measure-
ments are then collected over the succeeding 2 h. From t
20 measurements the mean and standard deviation forr̄ are
determined. For both critical liquid mixtures a typical sta
dard deviation for each data set of 20r̄ measurements wa
;331024; however, different temperature scans on t
same liquid mixture exhibited a reproducibility forr̄ of
6331023. We therefore took this latter value~correspond-
ing to an error inL of 60.3 nm) as a conservative estima
for the error inr̄.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In Fig. 4 we show the adsorption thicknessL as a function
of temperatureT collected from a horizontal Si wafer fo
both critical liquid mixtures MH~circles! and MM ~crossed
diamonds!, where for clarity the MM data have been shifte
vertically by 5 nm. The behavior is completely reproducib
for both increasing and decreasing temperatures. Sufficie
far from the critical temperatureTc critical finite-size effects
will be negligible; however, on approachingTc the critical
Casimir pressure scaling functionq12(L/j6) will play an
increasingly important role in determining the thickness
the adsorbed film. As discussed in Sec. III, the increaseL
in the vicinity of Tc and the peak in the two-phase regio
necessarily indicate that bothD12 andq12(y) are positive
and thatq12(y) possesses a peak in the two-phase reg
All of these features are in qualitative agreement with the
i
l-

m

er

is

se

-

e

tly

f

n.
y

~see Fig. 1 and Table I!. We note with caution, however, tha
the interpretation of the two-phase region is rather com
cated; we therefore analyze the single-phase region in d
first. A preliminary account of the behavior ofq12(y) in the
one-phase region has been given in@49#. As noted previously
@49#, the increase in the adsorption thicknessL nearTc ~Fig.
4! cannot be explained by any unusual behavior exhibited
either of the pure components of the binary liquid mixtur

For a quantitative analysis of the experimental data
system-dependent parametersW, A, d, and j06 must be
determined. The correlation length amplitudej01 in the one-
phase region has been determined using critical adsorp
ellipsometric data following the procedure in@50#. The val-
ues for this amplitude for each liquid mixture are listed
Table II. It is difficult to determine the parametersW, A,
andd from measurements on the horizontal Si wafer. Ho
ever, these parameters can be determined by examining
variation of the adsorption thicknessL with heightH on the
vertical Si wafer for fixedT@Tc . In Fig. 5 we showL ver-
susH for both systems at temperatures of 333 K for MH a
346 K for MM. Both temperatures are*30 °C aboveTc

~Table II! for each system, where critical finite-size effec
are expected to be small. In this region the thicknessL does
not change significantly with temperatureT for fixed H ~Fig.
4!, as might be expected. Henceq12(y) can be neglected
and the data in Fig. 5 can be analyzed using Eq.~15!. For
sufficiently largeL the structural contribution is negligible
(L/d@1) andL;H21/3 @Eq. ~16! and Fig. 5~inset!# from
which the Hamaker constantW can be determined~Table II!.
At sufficiently largeH the adsorption thicknessL loses its
dependence uponH, i.e., L approaches a constant valueL* ,
which implies that the gravitational termrgH in Eq. ~15!
does not play a major role in determiningL* and this thick-
ness is instead determined by a competition between the
persion interaction and the structural term. The parameteA
can be expressed in terms ofW, d, andL!,

FIG. 4. Variation in the adsorption film thicknessL as a function
of temperature near the critical temperatureTc for the mixtures MH
~circles! and MM ~crossed diamonds! on a horizontal Si wafer
where the heightH'10 mm. For clarity the MM data have bee
shifted vertically by 5 nm.A andA8 label the peak positions in the
two-phase region whileB andB8 label the data at the lowest tem
perature measured.
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A5
2Wd

L!3 exp~L!/d!; ~20!

hence, if this expression is substituted into Eq.~15!, only the
parameterd is undetermined.d is adjusted to provide the
best description of the crossover fromL;H21/3 to L5L*
behavior in Fig. 5~solid lines!. The parametersA, d, and
L* are listed in Table II for both systems. As expected,d is
of order a molecular diameter@35#; however, the values de
termined forA for each system are quite different from ea
other and appear to be anomalously large or anomalo
small compared with values determined by other metho
where A;1 mJ/m2 @35#. We attribute these anomalousA
values to an imperfect understanding of the structural con
butions that occur in our system, so that our representatio
this term in Eq.~15! forms only an approximation for the
correct behavior. The form for the structural term, which

FIG. 5. Film thicknessL as a function of heightH for MH
~circles! and MM ~crosses! at temperatures ofT5333 and 346 K,
respectively. The solid lines are fits to Eq.~15! used in determining
A and d as described in the text. The inset illustrates theL
;H21/3 dependence for smallH ~or largeL) from which the effec-
tive Hamaker constantW is determined. The solid line in the inse
has a slope of 1.

FIG. 6. Plot of the DLP dispersion free energy per unit a
vDLP @51# for the mixture MH as a function of film thicknessL.
The dashed line illustrates the dependencevDLP;WDLP /L2 for
nonretarded interactions from which the DLP Hamaker cons
WDLP can be obtained.
ly
s,

i-
of

determined by local interactions, is less well understo
theoretically than any of the other terms that appear in
~14!. Later in this section~Fig. 8, inset! we will observe that
the structural term has very little influence on the form d
termined for the universal scaling functionq12(L/j6); it
plays an important role only for very thin noncritical film
far from Tc . Therefore, for our purposes, the form of th
structural term that we have assumed is adequate.

The values for the Hamaker constantW ~Table II! are two
to three orders of magnitude smaller than expected@15#. In
Fig. 6 we show a theoretical calculation of the dispers
free energy per unit areavDLP as a function of the film
thicknessL from the DLP theory@3# for the system MH.
This calculation determines the interaction energy per u
area between the bulk Si and air phases assuming a two-
system consisting of a homogeneous film of thicknessL at

a

nt

FIG. 7. Film thicknessL as a function ofDT5T2Tc at fixed
heightsH51.5 mm ~diamonds! and 3.3 mm~squares! for MM,
and 3.4 mm~triangles! and 6.3 mm~inverted triangles! for MH,
adsorbed on a vertical Si wafer.

FIG. 8. The Casimir pressure scaling functionq12(y) obtained
from a vertical Si wafer in the one-phase region for the two m
tures MH and MM. This graph was deduced by substituting the d
in Fig. 7 into Eq.~14!. The symbols have the same meaning as
Fig. 7. The functionq12(y) exhibits excellent scaling as a functio
of y5L/j1 whereL is the film thickness andj1 is the correlation
length in the one-phase region. In the inset we demonstrate tha
structural contribution in Eq.~14! has a negligible influence on th
shape ofq12. For MM at a height ofH53.3 mm the structural
amplitudeA50 ~crosses! or 420 J/m2 ~squares!.
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TABLE III. One-phase data.

T(K) r̄3103 L(nm) y5L/j1 q12 T(K) r̄3103 L(nm) y5L/j1 q12

~a! MH, H56.3 nm

332.593 35.0 4.12 2.88 0.0001
329.643 36.0 4.24 2.75 0.0002
326.703 37.4 4.40 2.61 0.0003
323.746 39.1 4.60 2.47 0.0004
320.789 41.8 4.92 2.34 0.0006
317.808 44.9 5.28 2.16 0.0009
315.826 48.3 5.68 2.05 0.0013
313.862 51.4 6.05 1.87 0.0017
311.867 56.1 6.60 1.65 0.0024
310.863 59.1 6.95 1.51 0.0029
309.869 62.4 7.34 1.34 0.0035
308.894 66.7 7.85 1.12 0.0043
308.395 69.9 8.22 0.99 0.0051
307.900 72.6 8.55 0.81 0.0058
307.680 75.8 8.91 0.73 0.0066
307.480 77.7 9.14 0.63 0.0072
307.280 79.9 9.40 0.51 0.0079
307.000 84.0 9.88 0.29 0.0092
306.910 86.1 10.13 0.19 0.0100

~b! MH, H53.4 mm

332.696 40.5 4.76 3.34 0.0000
329.772 41.1 4.84 3.15 0.0001
326.787 43.4 5.11 3.05 0.0002
323.796 45.8 5.39 2.90 0.0003
320.804 47.0 5.53 2.63 0.0004
318.872 48.8 5.74 2.49 0.0005
316.881 51.9 6.11 2.36 0.0007
314.872 54.6 6.42 2.16 0.0009
312.876 59.0 6.94 1.95 0.0013
311.876 62.0 7.29 1.83 0.0016
310.872 66.9 7.87 1.71 0.0021
309.863 71.1 8.36 1.52 0.0026
309.368 74.1 8.72 1.42 0.0031
308.879 80.1 9.43 1.34 0.0040
308.374 84.0 9.88 1.17 0.0047
307.471 91.8 10.80 0.87 0.0063
307.265 94.4 11.11 0.76 0.0069
306.955 98.4 11.58 0.62 0.0079
306.863 105.3 12.38 0.30 0.0098

~c! MM, H53.3 mm

345.675 34.3 3.77 3.21 0.0000
340.715 36.3 3.99 3.17 0.0001
335.794 38.3 4.21 3.09 0.0002
330.909 40.6 4.46 3.01 0.0003
325.915 43.2 4.75 2.88 0.0004
320.970 46.8 5.14 2.76 0.0006
316.019 50.7 5.57 2.57 0.0008
311.071 54.5 5.99 2.25 0.0011
306.043 61.7 6.78 1.87 0.0017
304.028 68.6 7.54 1.74 0.0025
302.066 73.1 8.03 1.44 0.0031
301.058 78.1 8.58 1.28 0.0039
300.050 84.1 9.24 1.07 0.0049
299.375 90.0 9.89 0.88 0.0061
299.042 92.8 10.20 0.76 0.0067
298.651 95.0 10.44 0.57 0.0072
298.537 96.9 10.65 0.51 0.0077
298.325 98.2 10.79 0.36 0.0080
298.221 101.3 11.13 0.27 0.0088
298.110 103.8 11.41 0.14 0.0095

~d! MM, H51.5 mm

345.636 42.5 4.67 3.97 0.0000
337.855 44.0 4.84 3.68 0.0000
329.905 46.7 5.13 3.39 0.0001
322.905 50.8 5.58 3.15 0.0002
318.016 54.2 5.95 2.93 0.0003
313.004 57.9 6.36 2.61 0.0004
311.085 62.9 6.91 2.60 0.0007
309.074 65.3 7.17 2.43 0.0008
307.062 70.2 7.71 2.30 0.0011
305.056 79.2 8.71 2.22 0.0017
303.059 83.7 9.20 1.89 0.0020
302.052 91.3 10.03 1.79 0.0027
301.044 97.1 10.67 1.59 0.0033
300.540 99.8 10.97 1.45 0.0036
300.035 106.3 11.68 1.34 0.0045
299.530 112.0 12.31 1.18 0.0053
299.027 118.5 13.03 0.96 0.0063
298.774 119.5 13.13 0.80 0.0065
298.521 122.7 13.48 0.63 0.0070
298.269 126.7 13.92 0.40 0.0078
298.175 129.1 14.19 0.29 0.0083
298.095 132.4 14.55 0.15 0.0089
tr
e
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ms
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he
the critical composition of the liquid mixture situated on to
of a 2 nm thick SiO2 film @51#. This is a rather complex
calculation which integrates over the dispersion dielec
data of the system@33,47#. Figure 6 demonstrates that in th
region of interest (L;10 nm) vDLP.WDLP /L2 ~dashed
line! and a nonretarded dispersion interaction is appropri
WDLP , which is listed in Table II, provides a good estima
p

ic

te.
e

for the Hamaker constantW that appears in Eq.~14! if the
adsorbed filmcompletely wetsthe Si substrate. Our actua
measurements forW ~Table II! are significantly smaller than
WDLP . We believe that this is because our adsorbed fil
only partially wet the Si wafer surface, as indicated by t
contact angle measurements (F in Table II!, which were
obtained photographically after dipping the Si wafer into t
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critical liquid mixture. Perhaps, therefore, it is better to c
W an effective Hamaker constant.

The system-dependent parameters for both mixtures
listed in Table II and therefore the universal scaling funct
q12(L/j6) can be determined using Eq.~14! by studying
the adsorption thicknessL as a function ofT ~at fixed H).
Figure 7 showsL versusDT5T2Tc collected from a verti-
cal Si wafer in the one-phase region of each mixture@49#.
These are our best data, which provide the most consis
determination ofq12(y) in the one-phase region~Fig. 8!
obtained by substituting the data in Fig. 7 into Eq.~14!. We
therefore provide these data in the form of a table~Table III!
for the benefit of the reader. In Fig. 8,q12 scales withy
5L/j1 as predicted theoretically. Aty50 q12(0)
52D12 and thereforeD12;0.0053. This Casimir ampli-
tude is approximately two orders of magnitude smaller th
expected~Table I!. In the inset to Fig. 8 we compare th
scaling functionq12(y) for A50 ~crosses! andA given by
Table II ~squares! for the MM data at a height ofH
53.3 mm. This inset demonstrates that the structural con
bution does not significantly influence the determination
q12(y). Structural contributions are only important forT
@Tc providedL&d.

In Fig. 9 we show the variation inq12 for MH in the

FIG. 9. Variation ofq12(y) for the MH system in the one
phase region as a function of composition for the critical mixtu
~squares!, 5% excess hexane~circles!, 10% excess hexane~tri-
angles!, and 5% excess methanol~inverted triangles! at two heights
H;3.5 mm~open symbols! and;6.0 mm~solid symbols!. Scal-
ing is no longer observed for 10% excess hexane or 5% ex
methanol.
l

re

nt

n

i-
f

one-phase region as a function of the bulk composition
two different heightsH. In the analysis of ther̄ data for each
composition the parametersW, A, andd were redetermined
~Table IV!; however,j01 was assumed to retain the valu
given in Table II. From Fig. 9 scaling is no longer observ
for 10% excess hexane or 5% excess methanol in the
mixture; scaling is observed only for compositions near
bulk critical composition as predicted by theory. This figu
also indicates that our experimental value forD12;0.0053
cannot vary significantly in magnitude from this value. The
off-critical effects~Fig. 9! can perhaps be taken into accou
using a second scaling argumentdmLbd/n in the scaling
function q12 wheredm denotes the undersaturation@10#.

ss

FIG. 10. The Casimir pressure scaling functionq12(y) ob-
tained for a horizontal Si wafer in the one-phase (y.0) and two-
phase (y,0) regions where the effective Hamaker constantW has
been scaled to provide agreement with the universal scaling fu
tion obtained for a vertical Si wafer~Fig. 8! in the one-phase region
The behavior ofq12(y) is rather complicated in the two-phas
region. The pointsA,B andA8,B8 illustrate how the data in Fig. 4
are transformed into the data in this figure. The behavior of the M
data betweeny50 andA appears to follow the same trend esta
lished for q12 in the one-phase region; this suggests that the
sorbed film along this line is probably near the critical compositio
Below the peak atA, the data betweenA andB for MM follow quite
a different trend. The MH data cross over to theAB curve at the
point A8 so that the data betweenA8 andB8 scale in the same way
as theAB curve. We believe that the scaling behavior exhibited
the curveAB/A8B8 corresponds to an adsorbed film possessin
composition, near the bulk phase, that is rich in the component
preferentially adsorbs against the Si wafer.
TABLE IV. Off-critical liquid mixture properties for MH.

Ts mH
a eb j01 1024W d A

~K! ~nm! ~J! ~nm! (J/m2)

5% excess hexane 306.37 0.706 1.850 0.30 0.8 0.55 1.1631027

10% excess hexane 306.07 0.740 1.856 0.30 0.7 0.55 5.1031027

5% excess methanol 306.27 0.656 1.844 0.30 0.7 0.55 1.1631027

aMass fraction of hexane.
bOptical dielectric constant of the liquid mixture.
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It is more difficult to quantitatively analyze the adsorptio
film thickness data collected from a horizontal Si wafer b
causeW, A, andd cannot be independently measured a
the heightH is less well determined. Nevertheless, we
tempt an approximate analysis here. The two-phase re
for the liquid mixtures MH and MM has been studied on
on these horizontal wafers. In Fig. 10 we have taken the d
from Fig. 4 ~for a horizontal Si wafer! and rescaled the ef
fective Hamaker constantW so thatq12, derived from these
data, provides the best agreement with Fig. 8~obtained from
a vertical Si wafer!. These values forW are also listed in
Table II; they agree reasonably well with the values obtain
from a vertical Si wafer. One should not expect exact agr
ment because the wettability of the horizontal and vertica
wafers may differ. In Fig. 11 fory>0 one observes that th
horizontal and vertical Si wafers exhibit similar shapes
the scaling functionq12; for clarity we have plotted data
from the vertical Si wafer only for the mixture MM at
height ofH53.3 mm. We have also plotted for comparis
a rescaled mean-field scaling curve forq12(y) ~solid line!.
The mean-field scaling function~Fig. 1! was rescaled in the
vertical direction to provide agreement with the experimen
value forD12;0.0053 aty50 and rescaled in the horizon
tal direction so thaty5L/j1 correctly exhibits an Ising criti-
cal exponent ind53 ~i.e., n50.632). The mean-field resu
neglects fluctuations; hence we should not expect it to p
vide good agreement with experiments close toTc . In fact,
this modified mean-field estimate forq12 provides quite a
different dependence ony compared with experiment for a
values ofy.

The scaling function forq12 below Tc (y,0) is rather
complicated~Fig. 10!. We have used the universal amplitud
ratio Rj5j01 /j0251.95@52# in obtaining these data. Ther
seem to be three possible types of behavior for the adso
film in the two-phase region:~i! the film could remain close
to the bulk critical composition as expected by theo
@25,32# for films possessing asymmetric boundary con
tions,~ii ! there could be phase separation and droplet for
tion on the Si wafer, and~iii ! one of the two bulk phase
could preferentially adsorb against the Si wafer. For the M
mixture the data is noisier nearT;303 K ~Fig. 4!, as noted
in @49#, where it was suggested that this behavior could c
respond to the formation of droplets on the Si wafer. Th
‘‘droplets,’’ for example, could correspond to the coexis
ence of two regions of differing composition and thickne
on the Si wafer, where one region possesses a compos
near the bulk critical composition and the other region p
sesses a composition near one of the bulk liquid comp
tions. In order to better understand the two-phase region
must compare Fig. 4 with Fig. 10. The points label
A,B(A8,B8) for MM ~MH! are identical in both figures
these points assist the reader in understanding how the
in Fig. 4 are transformed into the data in Fig. 10. There se
to be two rather different trends in the behavior wheny,0
~Fig. 10!. The MM data fromTc (y50) up to the peak atA
appear to be a continuation of the one-phase data, w
would imply that these data represent an adsorbed film w
a composition near the critical composition. However, bel
the peak, between the pointsA andB, q12 follows quite a
different trend; hence the film in this region is probably
longer near the critical composition. The MH system follow
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a slightly different path in the two-phase region. BetweenTc
and the peak atA8 the functionq12 for this mixture crosses
over to the lower curve represented byAB; below the peak at
A8 there is very good agreement between theA8B8 curve for
MH and theAB curve for MM for the functionq12. As
mentioned previously, the composition of the adsorbed fi
corresponding to the curveAB/A8B8 is probably rather dif-
ferent from the bulk critical composition. There are tw
likely candidates for the composition of this adsorbed fil
namely, the compositions of the two bulk liquid phases.
seems probably that the curveAB/A8B8 represents an ad
sorbed film with a composition near the bulk phase rich
the component that preferentially adsorbs against the Si
fer. For MH this is the methanol-rich phase, while for MM
is the 2-methoxyethanol-rich phase. For the benefit of
reader we provideq12 for the curveAB/A8B8 in Table V.

Similar behavior to that represented by Fig. 10 has b
observed by Parry and Evans@56# in their theoretical studies
of a critical fluid confined between two walls possessing o
posite boundary conditions. They observed an interf
localization-delocalization transition atTcL , the critical tem-
perature for a system of finite sizeL, where in the region
TcL,T,Tc a fluctuating interface is centered in the midd
of the film while forT,TcL (,Tw , the bulk wetting transi-
tion for a semi-infinite system! the interface is bound to ei
ther one of the two walls~and two states coexist!. This be-
havior was later confirmed in an extensive series of Mo
Carlo simulations@32,57#. In Fig. 10 the curve betweeny
50 andA would correspond to a fluctuating interface in th
middle of the adsorbed film, while the curveAB/A8B8
would represent the state below the localizatio
delocalization transition atTcL . According to this picture,
the differing locations of the localization-delocalization tra
sition for MH and MM would originate from differing values
for the bulk wetting transitionTw of the semi-infinite system

VI. CONCLUSION

In this publication we have studied critical finite-size e
fects in vapor adsorbed films on molecularly smooth Si w
fers suspended above a critical binary liquid mixture. W
have chosen to study systems that exhibit opposite boun
conditions (12) within the adsorbed film, because for the
types of films we expect the critical finite-size effects to
large. We have determined the critical Casimir pressure s
ing function q12 using Eq. ~14! for two different liquid
mixtures, methanol1 hexane and 2-methoxyethanol1 me-
thylcyclohexane, and shown that this function~i! is positive,
which thickens an adsorbed film in the vicinity ofTc , and
~ii ! exhibits universal scaling as a function of the variab
y5L/j6 . Both of these observations are in agreement w
theoretical expectations. The universal scaling behavio
particularly obvious in the one-phase region of the mixtu
~Figs. 8 and 11!. In the two-phase region of the mixture~Fig.
10, y,0) there appear to be two solutions:~i! a solution that
continues the trend set by the one-phase data~from y50 to
the pointA in Fig. 10!, which we assume corresponds a
proximately to an adsorbed film close to the bulk critic
composition, and~ii ! a solution that the data follow at low
temperatures below the peaksA andA8 of Fig. 4. Both of the
liquid mixtures exhibit the same scaling behavior in this
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gion (AB andA8B8 in Fig. 10!. We speculate that the un
versalAB/A8B8 curve corresponds to an adsorbed film po
sessing a composition near one of the bulk liquid phases
most likely candidate is probably the bulk phase that is r
in the component that preferentially adsorbs against the
wafer. However, additional experimental work will be r
quired to confirm this speculation. This crossover, in the

FIG. 11. Comparison between the Casimir pressure sca
function q12 obtained from the horizontal Si wafer@MH ~circles!
and MM ~crossed diamonds!# and the vertical Si wafer@MM
~squares! for H53.3 mm#. This scaling function is also compare
with the mean-field calculation from Fig. 1~solid line!, where the
vertical scale for the theoretical profile has been adjusted to pro
agreement aty50 while the horizontal scale has been adjusted
provide the appropriate three-dimensional scaling behavior~i.e., n
50.632).
-
he
h
Si

-

gion y,0, from a film close to the critical composition to
film near one of the bulk phases seems to be in qualita
agreement with the ‘‘interface localization-delocalizatio
transition’’ of @32,56,57#.

Although this study has been reasonably successfu
qualitatively confirming a number of features predicted
theory, the experiments also exhibit significant quantitat
discrepancies with predictions. At the critical temperatureTc

we find that the universal Casimir amplitudeD12

5q12(0)/2 (;0.0053) is at least two orders of magnitud
smaller than theoretical expectations forD12, which lie in
the range 0.29 to 3.1@16,25,26#. There are a number of de
ficiencies with both experiment and theory that hopefully
the future will resolve this disagreement. In the experime
the adsorbed films partially wet the Si wafer so that the c
tact angleF.0° and the effective Hamaker constantW is
much smaller than the value calculated from the DLP disp
sion theory,WDLP ~Table II!. The theoretical calculation o
W in the partial wetting regime appears to be not well und
stood. It would be more satisfying if the adsorbed film was
the complete wetting regime (F50°) so thatW5WDLP .
This would simplify our understanding of the noncritic
background termvnc @Eq. ~12!# and ensure that no peculia
effects were entering because we are in the partial wet
regime. We are pursuing further experiments along th
lines by studying critical finite-size effects for complete
wetting films whereF50°. We note that from a theoretica
point of view the universal amplitudeD12 is not expected to
be influenced by whether the adsorbed film is in the partia
complete wetting regime@58#.

On the theoretical front, there have been numerous
tempts to calculate the free energy contribution fromother
types of fluctuationsthat occur in thin films, such as acoust
fluctuations and constrained capillary wave fluctuatio

g

e
o

TABLE V. Two-phase data.

y5
L

j2

q12 y5
L

j2
q12 y5

L

j2
q12

y5
L

j2

q12

MH ~curveAB)
29.83 0.0488 29.10 0.0355 28.49 0.0469 27.54 0.0105
29.73 0.0545 29.01 0.0251 28.47 0.0191 27.39 0.0091
29.64 0.0601 29.00 0.0335 28.34 0.0182 27.34 0.0089
29.56 0.0461 28.81 0.0263 28.03 0.0137
29.48 0.0724 28.70 0.0279 27.91 0.0142
29.12 0.0286 28.52 0.0866 27.60 0.0116

MH ~curveA8B8)
210.88 0.0520 27.60 0.0096 25.14 0.0018 24.54 20.0001
210.20 0.0370 27.47 0.0125 24.98 0.0020 24.53 0.0010
29.12 0.0284 27.45 0.0141 24.92 0.0020 24.51 0.0004
29.06 0.0273 27.29 0.0142 24.86 0.0012 24.50 20.0002
28.74 0.0233 26.96 0.0126 24.80 0.0016 24.49 0.0019
28.62 0.0217 26.52 0.0076 24.68 0.0008 24.38 0.0002
28.33 0.0206 25.88 0.0051 24.68 0.0000 24.31 0.0001
28.30 0.0187 25.76 0.0045 24.64 0.0002 24.22 20.0003
28.13 0.0190 25.55 0.0038 24.60 0.0013 24.07 20.0003
27.87 0.0153 25.41 0.0025 24.60 0.0011
27.79 0.0171 25.35 0.0031 24.60 0.0000
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@59–61#, which will be present even for films far fromTc .
Although these contributions must be present, a comp
theoretical understanding does not yet seem to be availa
it is not understood when these other types of fluctuat
play a major role in determining the adsorption film thic
ness. Various experiments have found quantitative ag
ment with the DLP theory for the dispersion interacti
@36,62,63#, while other experiments have found quantitati
disagreement with this theory@63,64#. Panella, Chiarello,
and Krim @63# suggest that the discrepancies with DL
theory can be attributed to properties of the adsorbate ra
than the substrate while Mecke and Krim@61# provide evi-
dence that the constrained capillary wave contribution is p
ticularly important for very thin adsorbed films (&5 nm).
Unfortunately, many of the experiments that claim disagr
ment with the DLP theory have not demonstrated that
adsorbed film, in fact, completely wets the substrate so
we can takeW5WDLP . If a constrained capillary wave fre
energy term does play an important role for thin films, the
.
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could potentially influence the value of the Casimir amp
tude D12. Another alternative possibility that needs to b
considered in more detail and that could produce a la
difference between the experimental value forD12 and
theory is the coupling between the gravitational field and
order parameter~because the two phases do not have exa
the same density! @16#; hence, in this case, the ordering fie
does not vanish at the critical point.
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